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doesn't necessarily

Jost because someone
says o lot of stuff -

mean
saying
anything at all.
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Number 14

Fake meeting

Guvs. protest
..by BlU Henley

-

A

-

-

"

Monday evening at 7:30 In Miner
Manor, According to Miller Manor residents, the sign was put
up by an unidentified student,
not a resident of Miner Manor,
as part of a practical Joke on
student Curtis Freeman, who
does live In Miner.
Miner residents do not believe the Jokester Intended ats
sign to be taken by anyone as a
serious announcement of a
afternoon, gay student Chus Gaver called Randy
Cope, head resident of Miner.
Manor, to find out whether the

"practical Joke" Involving

an announcement of a
discussion on homosexuality in Miller Manor led to a
sit-i- n
by members of the Wooster Gay Caucus In that house
Mondajrjilght, February K).v Gay spokespersons alleged
that the "Joke" had the effect
of holding the Wooster gay com-- :munity up to ridicule, and could
be considered a symptom of
Wooster's general "Ignorance
and hostility" toward gays.
Residents of Miller Manor,
"a small residence house current--l- y
occupied by some SO freshmen, call the incident a private
practical Joke which unexpectedly got out of band, and believe
the incident, while regrettable,
to have been blown oat of pro- portion,
Sometime Monday, a sign was
pot up In Lowry Center announcing a public discussion with
"Dr.. Curtis Freeman, authority
on hoodosextBllty," ;to be held
non-exist-

'practical joke

anti-ga- y

ent

ler Manor at the time set for '

Z) That the Miller resident who
and demand made anti-ga- y
remarks over the
' an explanation from head resphone be reprimanded.
ident Cope. Finding him not in
Cope accepted die demands and
his . room, they sat down, and the demonstrators, left. Accordremained In the room for about ing to Cope; a letter of apology
20 minutes. When Cope arrived,
from Miner Major was In camthe gays presented five demands: pus mail Tuesday morning and the
1) That anti-g- ay
Jokes of this anti-gphone speaker has been
kind be stopped.
reprimanded. He was not sure,
2) That the persons responsible however, If or how the other
for the Joke be turned over to demands could be carried out.
the Human Relations Committee.
A POTPOURRI notice placed
3) That the persons responsible Tuesday night by members of
present a letter of apology to the the Gay Caucus attacked the hoax
Gay Caucus.
as "sexist and exploitive," and
4) That the persons responsible announced a plan to take the inattend at least one meeting of the cident to the Judicial Board "as
Sexual Alternatives; Collective. an example of discrimination and

.

meet-IngJMon-

.

'
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. .

day

but not open to students

ay

,
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by Jim Kteft
non-rene-

m

jBlacJss whites discuss 'new
bySara

WOsoo

Myth?" it Is obvloos mat Wooster has its share, of racial
After Mondays discussion In tension. Soma very strong feelLowry Center Pit on "Racial ings came out,-- as if people were
Crisis, at Wooster: Reality or betag-gtvethe opportunity to
-

.

.

n

.

A reappointment

wal

-

'.

takes place. .. The process, however. Is not secret or overly
complicated.

.

Tha recent controversy con- -;
eerntng
me r '
of
?3
contract
has
Juanita
Browne's
1975
Spring
Winter
Itfw.yf ' raised questions about the en- -m VOICE EoWship .
$
Applications
odrtorship
VOICE
of
for tha
The
&it
tire procedure of reappointing
m. and tenraing professors. Stuore How being accepted. .Submit a written applica
dents claim that they ire.rt-elud- ed
tion to Mr. Jon Lindgren in Tha Library by Feb. 23.
from.-th- e
process: and
have little knowledge of what

0

not secret,

Wuculty hiring

: :

.

;

Is

the- - re- -,

a . contract. For
.Instructors,.: contracts are renewed yearly whereas for assistant and associate professors
. contracts
are for terms of two
or three years. When a professor has been employed for
newal

of

,

--

segregation

say some things mat they had
suppressing . for a long
time.
The discussion was organised
by BSA President Reggie Hold- been

er,- who brought In two black
students Marsha Harris and
Barris Wilson and two white
students Malcolm widness and
Glenn Toothman to lead 1L The
-

''audience" participated freely
so freely that the discussion
--

would . probably have continued
for Some time if Reggie and the
panelists had not ended tt de-

,

v

submitted, a new POTPOURRI
notice to mankMUler's residents
for doing "what they should have
done" to correct the problem In
which their house was Involved.
The group srU) hopes, however,
to. uncover and deal with the
student who actually placed the
deceptive sign.
Members of the Gay Caucus
consider the sit-i- n
at Miller
to have been an appropriate and
necessary response to the
continued on page 7

.

Monday evening, gay student

Leonard Garfield called Miner
Manor about tbe"meettng." This
time, the Miner resident who
answered made anti-gremarks
and used offensive language. '
In response, members of the
.Gay Caucus decided to visit Mil

Upon receiving Miner Manor's
written apology the Gay Caucus

ay

announced meeting was real.
Cope said no, and Gaver requested mat 'Cope remove the
sign from Lowry Center. This
was done about 2:15 p.m. Mon-

day.

defamation of a minority.?

the "discussion"

liberately.
The talk centered around segregation on campus, with the
blacks defending it, and the
whites who spoke desiring more
Interaction between blacks and
The feeling of most
whites.
whites was, as Annie Balrd put
It, "If you don't let us see you
(blaek students) bow can you
' break down stereotypes?"
The blacks answer to this
was that they are obeying a
natural tendency that people
who mink alike and come from

V

alne years he or she Is either
granted ' academic tenure or
politely let go, Academle tenure
can be defined as a permanence
of position granted a teacher after a specified number of years.
Upon reception of tenure a college teacher achieves the official title and rank of professor.
In making decisions concerning both tenure and reappointment a meticulous process is
)
followed. Input into the decision
making process comes from a
However,
variety of sources.
the Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee and the departmental
colleagues of the individual under
consideration have the greatest
input. '
The process of evaluation be-gins once a professor arrives
at the college and continues to
be of critical importance until
the time he or she Is tenured.
Each department conducts a continuing evaluation of the members
of that department. This scrutinizing provides the single most
important loptrt into a professor's future at the college.
. Essentially, Che evaluations
and
recommendations of the depart- -,
ment in regard to reappointment
and tenure are accepted by the
Teaching Staff and Tenure Com.
t

.

mlttee.
It would be unfair, however, to
label the Teachmx Staff and Tenure Committee as a rubber
stamp. They really make the
final dedslonnd they do on
slmtlar backgrounds tend to con- occasion
go against departmental
gregate. Barrte Wilson drew an
conanalogy explaining his position advisements. Qualifications
by
Committee
for
the
sidered
for segregation: according to
aptenure
and
reappointments
him. Integration asks, blacks, pointments
are scholarship,
iMsi
i
ho "don't know how to watt
teaching
research, and
ability,
"
white society.
Photo by Ken Myera yet," to run inother
to the eoUere. In
value
general
v
stublack
and
the
Wilson,
Divergent racial viewpoints were expressed by blacks, whites on panel for "Racial Crisis
;:
' :"
continued on page 6
at Wooster; : Reality or Myth." :
?r
.continued oh page 8
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Don't count on technology:

iVo

easy solutions f'or 4,000,000,000 problems
.

j
The 1967 study by the
President's Science Ad
Committee Panel on
the World Food Supply reported that an estimated
-2
billion people outside
of. the United States
undernourished or
malnourished. Widespread
'
-

by David Earley

years. The sheer number of
people has already created
As we are all painfully , a multitude of problems
of us must deal
aware, the population of that all
Most
notable of these
with.
unour globe is now Just
of global
inability
Is
the
mark,"
der the four billion
provide
systems
to
food
a
rate
at
Increasing
and
adequate
.nutrition
that, unchecked, will dou persons on earth. to all
ble that numoer in acorn, oo
.

The Higher Criticism

r

;

.

the problem that Thomas
Malthus predicted in 1798;
population growth has outstripped food production.

1-

are-eithe-

our present agricultural,
production, and then raise
it still more to provide
for population growth.
Unfortunately, although
the possibilities for drastically increasing food production are slim, there are
still persons who believe
that science andtechnolocrv
will be able to save us all.
Much of their hope rests
on the much publicised
"Green Revolution"; . the

starvation in Africa and
India serves to underscore

".'

For, in order to adequately feed four billion people,
we would have to. double

r

'Harry & Tontor : visions of an old drifter
by Niall W. Slater

ry's friend

and bench companion Jacob is an old Bolshevik whose acerbic, polemical'; and yet warm char-

"...Some they have died,
and some they have left me

love of his in a rest home.
Her mind wanders back
to her days as a dancer
with . Isadora Duncan. In
the end they dance together,
Harry a little saddened but
smiling as she dances out

are taken from .'
me; all are departed; All, acter' is 'etched in the "
viewer's mind with two
all are gone, the old famshort appearances. Equally
iliar faces."
v
Charles Lamp powerfulls the scene where hermemories.'. : ':'
HARRY AND TONTQ has 'Harry mast identify his
It is this marvelous but
around since last friend's body where it lies
been
public
finow
the
in
vision that is
unclaimed
fragmentary
summer, but it is
nally getting into this area. . morgue.
the flaw of. HARRY AND
One way to.measure MaIt's in Canton now and may
zursky is by the images he
come closer.'
Harry, is a retired and avoids. He tempers the paschoolteacher,
thos of his images. One Energy politics
widowed
Harexample
is the medium
Tonto
cat.
and
is his
face
ry's apartment, house in close-u- p of Harry's
New York is scheduled for as he turns away from
demolition, so he and Ton- Jacob's bodv reeisterine
wemng
to are forcibly evicted. The his tears but not dwelling
1
eventually
Harry
with
on
them.
bulk of the story deals
Harry's search for a new reaches California where,
And some

:

.

at a rioe old aire. Tonto
his children. dies. That scene could have
ith a little wandering on been pure pathos. As it is,
Tonto expires quietly and
his own.
a
with dignity while Harry,
All this sounds like
"spin-o- ff
version of the as he has done so often
theme of the young drifter before, sings to him. In
with whom the old In our one of the film' s last scenes
of
rootless society have much Harry goes in pursuitwho
orange
cat
tiger
an
commonThe
common.
in
place phrase is "a nation, ' looks very much like Tonto,
but Mazursky avoids the
of strangers"; the extenobvious ending in which
ded family has been desand
mobility,
by
troyed
Harry claims a new pet and
those no longer part of a life goes on, for one where
nuclear faimly are cut
the cat avoids him and he
commona
of
Out this
is left on the beach watchplace film could easily have ing a small girl build a
been made. Two artists sand castle.
home as he shifts from one

to another of

a-d- rift.

raise

HARRY AND TON-

TO above this level; Art
Carney as Harry and Director Paul Mazursky.
The depth of Carney's

portrayal

HON-EYMOON-

ERS.

TONTO. The story slips off
onto tangents and digressions that add little. The
delightful pieces fail to
synthesize into a whole with

.

.

use of such
crops. These range from
convincing farmers to plant
them and , people to eat
wide-spre-

.

character for Tonto.
Director Mazursky has
an eye for the spontaneity
and human comedy of a
situation. There are superb
scattered
vignettes
throughout this picture,
many tributes to superb
character actors making
small appearances. Har

Th
Ext.

ir

continued on pago 3
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A

gress who have rejected
Judthis, do so justifiably. peryear's
last
ging irom
formance, tills plan would

by T6m Cashman

Representative:
Advertising
Advertising Service.

offices
Center.
433.

ad

Three dollar oil tax won't hurt
compulsive Ai erican consumer
not work. yWe will see that
as fuel prices continue to
rise, the consumer will only divert money from items
of "less importance" to
rtiA mrdinse of fuel. This
men will hurt other areas
of the already ailing economy, not usually directly
affected by fuel price chan

.

Publiehed weekly during th. academic year axo.pt
holklaye and examination period by the atudenta of
th College of Wooater. Opinion expreaaed In d
Itorlala and feature a are not neeeesafily thoa of th
staff and should not be construed as representing
administration policy.

Lowry

high-yie- ld

tion however is the
titude of problems and restrictions that surround

and. development.
focus
Harry is relocated and
starts acquiring some new
familiar faces. The ending
. is relatively happy. We only
wonder why it took, so long
and far to get there.

have a plan to look at.
In his first State of the
Union message, President
Ford has carried forth on
Again mis winter, as in former President Nixon's
U.S. is having to Project Independence the
' last, the
come to grips with the plan to cut American reenergy problem. Last year, liance on foreign oil
evidently, was not enough to
teach us a lesson. The
experience of the long gas
lines and the abrupt rise in
The .President's initial
prices did not provide proposal was to put a three
enough of . a stimulus to dollar per barrel tax on
seriously search for a meimported petroleum. The
thod to deal with this ever plan being that the tax be
increasing problem.
passed on to the consumer
However, it is admirable
and thus discourage the
The images rise at times that now, two adminispurchase of large
further
fourteen amounts of gasoline.
and
to the level of the poetic. trations
Harry goes to visit an old months later, we at least
The members of Con- -

National
Educational

of

grains that produce significantly greater quantities
of food per acre than do
ordinary crops. What has
not redeved equal atten-

ges.
The essence of this is,
as Phillip Slater terms it,
the "compulsive American
tendency to avoid confrontation of chronic social

problems."

impressed me.:

I had known his work only on television before: the.
broad style of THE
he
Here
plays with great sensitivity, always avoiding the
stereotypes of age. The
device of his 'cat, Tonto
allows him the license of
regular soliloquies, but we
never become conscious of
it as a device. Harry's
treatment of him creates a

"

development

National

located on the bottom floor of
4,
Box 3187; Phone: (216)
264-123-

................. Editor
Richard Kialbowicz.
Joff Adair, Bill Hontay..........Managing Editors
Sport Editor
Glenn FerbsM
Janna SmithM.....M.MMM.MM..M.Offico Manager
Manager
Ray Bulas
Editor
Kan MytrsHMuiH(ManuHnHaPliote
Diana Holt, Cathy Turnar.MMHaad Copy Raadars
Bob bis Browm.....M.MCircwlation Managar
F6ul KontHMemmMMMHAilliiOIlt to tho Editor

............Advartitlna

Member
of United States Press Association and
Entered as second
Ohio Newspaper Association.
class matter In th Post Office, Wooater, Ohio. Subscription rates: $6.00 Pr yar, second class; $9.00
per year. First Class.

This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the
editor
Letters should be typed, double spaced, and
preferably under 300 words. Address all correspond
dene to VOICE. Th College of Wooat.r, Wooater,
Ohio 44691.

Chuc Gavor, Sua Tow, Corrino Rudman,
Nancy Smith, Jim Kiaff, Ann
Anno McCuno, Nancy Thompson, Norma
Sprang, Nancy Karman, Bavorly Harrison, David
Judy
Colling, Maria Marapao,
Kopponhauar,
Llbbia
Ixnil.r Rnhinmn.
n.kUl.
Wright, Sally.Wbb, Kathryn Jonos,and Nan Socor.
Shop-par-

d,

.

nwl.

now

petro-re-sour- ces

STAFF:

Fiatta,

are

.

.

Sua

We

feeling the effects of the
consistent delay In the development of adequate
mass transit system for
this country.
The oil companies, well
represented in Washington,,
have been opposed to mass
transit, a less expensive
alternative to the commuter,
simply because it
would use less
than the thousands
of cars which invade ' our
cities every day.
It is long past time when
the public should voice its
discontent and push for a
meaningful
and effective
energy
policy,
e
instead of responding to
our problems with shortsighted plans or passingthe
problem . on to later
long-rang-

--

.
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VOICE

other one

JForty'l
dia) Estridge . (who else
would know the "only way
to go" in six inches of
snow!) When he called out
her name on the crowded

-

by Chuc

The last time I was In
Philadelphia, one of those
kids
infamous glitter

(Donald Carter of German-tow- n)
let me in on the
news about Philly's latest
.ultra-hos- t:
David Bendel.
It seems David wanted to

throw a little
for a few (500) of his "hug-gie- sf
friends, so he rented
the most daring ballroom
in Center City, arranged
for. all the eats and
treats" and promptly flew
to the (West) Coast to see

.

get-toget- her

.

his (male) lover. David

called bade at midnight to
see how good a time everyone was having. And,-- as
Donald glowed: "It wasn't

Many of us had just come
from the sensational Zeitgeist performance of our
Janet Smeltz- - in fact one of
the Spink St. hosts (Barry Roop) was so entranced by Janet s delivery that
he remained to hear her

'

to James Hurt (heir to
TIME-LItrilthose
lions), who rented out his
house to several local
FE

well after ten!
Janet had a "party" of
her own after the show so
she didn't attend SPINK.
STREET but here are some
of the people who did:
David Scheive and Jennifer

ultra-

and while the

party raged into the early
morning, James was secluded on the (East) Coast
with his (female) friend.

He

in that he didn't even know
what was going onl
.

What follows men ,

tribute to the
who made

little-rich-k-

is a

id

it all

can't keep Beth Car-loz- zi
up however, but each

indeed everyone was quite

the show. As Monti Rock
sing on
and the
the record (GET DANCJN')

time she "tripped over her
dress" people were all on
their knees helping her
stand again. Beth is one
of those people you simply
cannot ignore on a guest
like Cassandra
list
Williams (who was invited,
but, scholar that she is,
stayed in to read "The-

Sex-o-l-

pos-

as she

sible.
I never understood why
these EVENTS must be
only." That
"invitation
was, until my escort (Carol Watkins) and L passed
through the mob scene
exiting from the basketball i
game. We met the smiles
of together spectators dike
V Aruba
Daniels) but soon
ran into a tired pack of

waB

in her jazzy

pant suit!)
Martha Boland and BJ7.
(hurray for the High Street
peoples people)

-

Howard

Cohen

and Bob

...We are all lovers

we'll call you!
P.S. "firsts":

She . might have gotten

more than a textbook full
of theatre on Spink Street,

.

be

serving hot potatoes with
melted cheese?
2. Now will every record
player feature Martha

Reeves?
3. Now will every party
feature a Martha Reeves
kick-li- ne
a la BOYS IN
THE BAND?
(stay tuned for the next
"Hand in Hand" produc-

tion).

Erery College president
ao tat at Woomter haa tett hie
name on a - building except
for Willie Lord, tirat prem
ident, and J. Garber
mhal, current preaidenU

.

'

No easy solution for

problems of 4,000,000,000
"Known potential supplies
of phosphorus, a

2

continued from pag

mem, for they often differ
greatly in taste and texture from normal grains,
to providing money-sho- rt
countries
with the necessary tech-

non-renew-

resource essenti-

-.

.-

increasing crop yields, ex- -

cess nitrates and phosphates are carried off by
rain to streams and lakes,

or percolate to the water
table. Nitrates present in
tap water can cause a dis- ease that impairs the
body's oxygen transport
system in much the same
way as carbon monoxide
does, bringing similar results, most frequently in
babies. Also, nitrate and

able

al to life, will be exhausted before the end of the
21st century. Without phosphate fertilizers, the planet can (only) support between one and two' billion
people".
Dr. Norman Borlaug.
who received the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1970 for his

under-develop- ed

ex-tens- ive,

.

.

1. Now will everyone
s

ha.

Le-on- ard

ood

need you!"
All we needed last Saturday was SPINK STREET.
Thank James, next, time

atre".)

..

lians

here-Hollyw-

Boulevard we

.

.

development of many high-yie- ld
crops , was quoted in
SCIENCE magazine as saying that his discoveries
should not be considered a
long-ter- m
solution to the
world hunger problem because increases In population will very shortly
the rise in food
production brought about
by the use of his new crops.
Obviously, then, the problem is not one of boosting
o-ve-

.
Sturtevant. (our kosher
host and the good guy)
Dory Voss (a f aaaaaaabul- ous dancer)
Vickt ("Lois") Lane (who
invented a new step called
)
"boys" who took one look the "Countess - Dracula'
(THE
at my East - Hampto- n- Kweli Taylor
.run-o- ff
into
- dracula-dra- g
and lost (Did black poet and her clever phosphate
creates
and
streams
lakes
seen
be
to
sure
lose?)
ever,
escort,
to
have it
they
pollution such as Lake Erie
Considering what most of again and again)
now suffers from.
("My
mother
Wiley
those numbers walk around Patti
go
to
In light of this it is
-- wearing during the week.
shops at Saks, I
unsettling
to know that
I'd HARDLY, call what I Kaufman's!")" (and)
" crops
Revolution
Davila
"Green
Santana
was posed for a more
'Maureen McLeod ("Woo-ste-wer, require from two to eight'
laughable costume,
Ohio, Just as
times more fertilizer than
haMha
it!")
pictured
.
is used on other grains:
;
However, SPINK
was
("There
Belmont
order to produce their
Barb
in
more
than
was
STREET
so much cologne in our car high yields. Assuming that
ready for several intenof
tional minorities, asjheir the driver rolled down the astronomical quantities
prowindows!")
be
could
emfertilizer
guest
list
extensive
Add to that a generous duced (which is not a safe
braced many blacks, gays,
of SGA officers, assumption at all), its
amount
Puerto Ricans, and the
use would incur,
went on "for days!" beautiful Juniors, and
.
problems.
It was completely class! "musts" like Christina
and
Garwood
that
(Onassis)
factors
other
The
when
For example,
Garfield and Mary Ronald Thompldns. (Chris cannot be Ignored are the
Michigan arrived about ten must be paying attention limited supplies of raw
' thirty, there were three to the new A.M. single materials necessary to the
total process of food pro(count 'em!) cabs lined up' DOCTOR'S ORDERS befled
practically
she
duction; fertilizers in parcause
in front of the residencestay
weeklong
in
Phosphorus Is one
a
would
tell
from
ticular.
later, Leonard
us how he expected at least Hygeia "straight" to the of the most crucial ones,
' one of the chauff ered party--goe- rs party! Can't keep Chris- and the 1971 report of the
Institute of Ecology states:
to be Melinda (Min- - tina down).
I-ta-

ets

"Nobody cares how you
wear your hair, dahling!

nology to raise, harvest
greater
and - distribute
'yields. The one problem
common to all countries
said that seek to Use these new
Superstar (who were
crops, regardless of their
"Broadway babies
relative wealth or develextinct?)
opment,
is mat of fertilKim Smith (backless and
Chemical
fertilizers
brazen)
izer.
Sally Webb (as snug in have proven thus far to be
society her first year here a mixed blessing; while

David Bendel

one-upp- ed

Mlndi had been delivered
(of, COURSE by cab!) just
minutes earlier and was
guiding her long light gown
past people like our Jamie
Melvin and our Kim Ruoff ,
up to Sam Patterson, one
of the local hosts who managed the whole evening to
keep five rooms full of
people content, while on
crutches, yet! (That's no
doubt what the soccer
coaches call: second ef-

fort).

even New Year's Evel"
Well! I thought David
Bendel was unbeatable until
I attended last Saturday's
Spink Street Extravaganza,
and realized we owe it all

-hosts,

curb, three women raised
their gilded' heads and not
one of them was our Min-d-il

You

.

rtake

off. From a humanitarian
standpoint this is unthinkable, but it does serve to
put the alternative into focus. Simpy stated, our only
alternative to avoid even
more starvation than we
will see in the next 10
years is strict population
control in the form of global distribution of and edabout effective
ucation
means of birth control, legal and freely available
abortion, and various tax
incentives to reward per-sons who only have one or
5--

two children.

It is all too easy, however, for those of us in

countries to
place all responsibility for
these measures on the
"problem" countries of
Africa. Asia and South
developed

A-me-

The UJS.

rica.

popu-

lation Is still increasing
agricultural production, it and we as 6 percent of the
is one of population size. worlds' population conpercent
sume thirty-fiThe solution to the problem is to somehow stop the 'of its natural resources,
growth of the worlds' popdepending on Imports from
ulation, since we cannot foreign countries for most
support our present numof the needs of our Inbers adequately. Let alone dustries. The panic that a
any more people. Ideally, possible cut-o- ff
of foreign
after that we would set oil has thrown us into would
out to reduce our populabe dwarfed If other coundecided that it was
tion (not ZPG, but Negatries
tive Population Growth). time they got their fair
All other "solutions" are share and quit selling us
band-aid- s;
mere
the phosphorus, bauxite, tin,
earths resources are fin
nickel and aluminum... The
ite, and each person Is a problem is global in natpotential consum er of these ure,
an
necessitating
resources. We must either awareness of all peoples
see to It that each person to their equal share of it;
for the United States to say
has access to those resources , or that person to the rest of the world,
will die for lack of food, as some, would have it.
clothing, shelter or medthat "It's your problem"
ical care.
is like one passenger of a
of
Hardin
lifeboat saying to another
Dr. Garret J.
"Your end of the boat is
California has recently advocated the philosophy of sinking."
Triage to reduce world poKauke Halt Name - Kauke
pulation. In practice. TriHall waa named in honor of
ve

--

age involves giving food
only to the young and healthy, and lettinjr the rest die

Captain John H. Kauke,
time College truatee
benefactor.

r
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Harrison says new view of sexuality needed
part of humanity" produces the ting In touch with their bodies,
attitude which sees woman as their selves."
Following Harrison's address,
less man folly human and as

by Stuart Brown

"Sex sells and sex Is sale-

able."

So stated Dr. Beverly Harri-

son,

Christian

ethlclst

from

Union Theological Semtnary,N.
Y as she cited commercialisation of human sexuality as a
major factor contributing to re-

press Ire cultural attitudes

to-

sexuality In twentieth-centu- ry
America. Harrison, In
speaking to the fourth session of
the Wooster Clergy Academy of
Religion on Tuesday, Feb. H,
stated mat the "key" to her
perspective lies In her being a
ward

.

woman.

Harrison began by asserting
that
"resources within the
Christian tradition for a positive and creative approach to
sexuality are slim indeed." The
Christian tradition has for centuries expressed a fear of and
hostility toward women. The
view which sees woman as the
"prime carrier of the animal

r

FOR DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
VISIT THE

.

te I FT CORNER
AT THE
L

WOOSTER INN

four College of Wooster students
threatening.
gave short personal statements
A major cause of repressive
perpetuof their perspectives on human
the
Is
sexual attitudes
ation of a split between mind sexuality;
First of all, Stuart Brown, a
and body in much of Christian
thinking. This view blocks bom senior religion major, developed
men and women from a full a framework for responsible decision-making
in the area of
appreciation of their bodies.
possexual ethics based on a biblical
Harrison attributed some
itive influence In the area of perception of man and his relasexuality to nineteenth and tionship to God. Brown emphasized mat man was "made
twentieth-centu- ry
liberal ProtraIn the Image of God" and that
which
In
theology.
testant
dition she saw herself standing. man is to "reflect the character of God."
This .liberal theological perMan was created as a whole
spective has helped somewhat to
being and all of him, Including
overcome the "morbidity" surrounding sexuality and to reveal his body, was made to be sub"inappropr lateness" of a mitted to the lordship xt Jesus
the
Christ. . The church's responrigid moral norm.
sibility In this Is to be an Instrument of God's grace and forgiveas well as an agent of God's
ness
Indicated
that
also
Harrison
we must not assume that greater truth.
openness about sexual matters . Denlse DuCharme, a senior
religion major who Is preparing
In America means that Individuals are experiencing a "new for marriage with Kevin RelUy
freedom, a new joy, or new In June, followed with a statesexuality." It Is very possible ment on Christian marriage
to become proficient sexually centered around Genesis 2:24:
without becoming more able to "Therefore a man leaves his
bear and love others. Harrison father and his mother and
"

placed hope In Individuals "get- -

cleaves to his wife, and they '
become, one flesh." From this
elements which contribute to a
healthy marriage: Cleaving, 2)
cleaving,' and 3)beeomlng one
flesh.

per-soh-

ng

-

.

-

Temperature dips to 13 on Monday
--

Temperatures dipped to a low
of 13 below zero Monday morning
at 7 a.m while Sunday's low
came at midnight with a -- 4 read-

s

ing.

air-grou-

PLC-Aviati-

nd

church."

Wasson Indicated that gayness
Is not a "willful choice," but Is
constituted."
"expertentially
Leaving Involves the measure Like heterosexualtty, homosexof Independence of a couple from uality forms as a "dynamic proal
their parents. The married cou- cess of growth, response,
sharing."
and
relationships
responsibility
for
ple assumes
their decisions and this Includes Gayness, therefore, should be
the social and legal implications "placed In the context of human
sexuality as a whole," and "not
of their relationship.
Cleaving, DuCharme defined set apart as a fundamentally
as "becoming glued together" human condition."
Tom Haspes, a senior history
or "stuck together." Thehus- -.
band and wife, In their love for major, concluded with a personal
statement stemming from his
each other, become adhered tobelief that "a natural, divine
gether.. Thirdly, the act4 of sexual Intercourse signifies the pattern' of morality does not
"consummation" of mis whole exist." This belief places the
"Becoming one entire responsibility for ethical
relationship.
"squareljr on
flesh" Involves the total union decision-makithe shoulders of the Individual."
of two whole beings.
Haspes emphasized the need to
Gregory Wasson, a senior develop a "new sensibility to the
needs and desires of Individuals"
classics major, made a presena "reopening of awareness"
and
gay
Wasa
tation as
Christian.
son, in calling for increased of human emotion and .freedom
sensitivity to' the plight and of expression. He saw the search
needs of homosexuals, stated, for a "new, personal, natural"
"There Is no, institution Jn our basis for morality as imperative
as man "gropes for a meaning
culture that has been more responsible for the hostility and within his own existence."

Lenten ' worship services at Invited.
Westminster Church this year
The Seminars are: .
will be different man the traMALE AND FEMALE - Role
ditional "Lenten services. Inof wandering
alone, or Relationship? Leaders: Kim
stead
participants shall wonder to Tapie and Cindy Tarvls. An
gether about several topics after exploration of the feminine and
masculine experience in this
having a fellowship dinner.
Every Sunday ' night during society what Is to be cursed
Lent, people win gamer as a and what Is to be blessed.
WORLD HUNGER - J. Barrie
church family in Mackey Hall
Shepherd,
p.m.,
Leader. Discussion
5
House
at
of the Church
eat, worship, and finish by 7. of world food crisis in light of
Each household will bring one Christian responsibility.
PROPHECY:
ISRAELITE
dish to be placed on a common
serving table. AU students are Leaders: Tom Raltt and Rackle

j

Despite the low temperatures,
records were not reached. According to official records at the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
- Development
Center south of
Wooster, a law of -- 21 was reached
in 1899 , one of the. first years
records were kept.
Cold temperatures played ha- -

voc with some members of ttie
maintenance department who had
to repair a broken pipe. According to Ed Cerne, director of the
Physical Plant, a pipe In a star- age room In the basement of
Compton Han broke, flooding a
storage room under the dorm's
lounge.
The breakage only affected the
one area, and the dorm was not
without beat for the night. The
same pipe broke six years ago.
Because of the breakage,there
was no heat In the storage room.

A look at the prophetic
tradition within the Old Testament.

Young.

BLACK WHITE RELATIONSHIPS:
Leaden Ben Berry.
What are the present dynamics
of racism tn mis society? Have
we gone forward, backward or

merely sidestepped?
JESUS, THE MAN FOR ALL

Leader: J. Arthur
Contemporary society
Balrd.
has produced a variety of views
of Jesus. Some of , these are
true to the Biblical picture;
others seem to fall short. The
surprising thing is the universal
popularity of Jesus and the ways
In which He transcends all at- temps to define him. SEASONS

CROSS

CURRENTS

OF

UN-

Leaden Stewart Sutherland. Various cross currents . of unbelief flow through
the all too often shallow waters
of Christian theology. The discussions win focus upon four
different sources of these cross
currents: psychological theories
and human nature, the historical
context of Christianity, and the
Church role In moral and political debate.
BELIEF

on
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WOOSTER
LEARN ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TO YOU THROUGH A COMMISSION AS A
CORPS OFFICER. . SEE THE MARINE REPRESENTMARINE
ATIVES ON THE 18TH AND 19TH OF FEBRUARY IN THE
OF LOWRY CENTER - 9:30 A.M. TO 4:30
LEVEL
LOWER
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
P.M.
(COLLECT)... CHECK IT OUT I
STUDENTS:

-

216-522-42- 68

.

'Wonder together' set for
Westminster's Lenten theme

jS7

One out of every three Marine Corps officers
is in aviation. And we're looking for more
good men to join them. Men who will fly some
of the world's most exciting aircraft, as
members of the world's finest
team. If you're in college now, look into our
program. There's no better
time and no better way to aet started.

contempt with which homosexuals

are held than the Christian
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Damage, litter on increase around campus
student residents. The group men
would spend about five minutes
going around the building and
picking up excess trash.
Observers have noticed that
homes on College Avenue occupied by college students are not
kept up as well as some of the
areas around campus, and clutter
goes unattended for weeks. One
student said mat leaves In front,
of his house have not yet been
raked since last fan, and mat if
the College would provide the
houses with snow shovels and
rakes during the year, some of
the normal maintenance might
be done by residents.

to the students and the bill is
by Jeff Adair
sent to mem. Cases may result,
Liner and destruction of cam
in the dismissal of a person'
pus property is not new at Woo-ste-r,
from campus or Involve a large
but in recent months the party.
problem has IncreasecLDamage
Many students feel mat a few
by students to College property of the sections cause all of the
ranges to $3,000 a year, accorddamage. According to the source
ing to Ed Cerne, director of the and Cerne, the sections have paid
Physical Plant.
for any damages they may have
Cerne said that most of the caused.
campus damage occurs In the
Most damages are confined
dorms ( and more frequently within dormitories, and the probIn the men's dorms than the
lem is .not Immediately evident
women's . Damage in the dorms to people crossing campus. Litter
consist of breaking light globes
and trash, however, recently has
on the lights around the dorms,
become a major eyesore In many
breaking windows and furniture,
areas of the campus. Cerne noted
pulling lights off the walls, and
that some of the worst spots for
stealing exit stgns."
trash around campus are in the
He added most of this damage
vicinities of Bissman Han, Steis In the mens' dorms. The usual venson Hall, and .the houses on
damage to a worn ens' dorm is
College Avenue.
when a woman takes a poster
A crew of four men is disoff the wall and nulla some saint
patched every Monday to pick up
With it. The service building
litter around campus, but accordstaff must then repaint the room
ing to Cerne, the group has not
and bin the student for damages.
been able to pick up trash lately
Of all student damages to the
because of other jobs mat are
campus, Cerne reports students
more urgent. The four men, when
pay for about 50 per cent of the ' taken off of their normal maincost while the College absorbs
tenance Jobs, Work two or three
the other costs.
hours picking up trash, which
According to one source in the means up to 12 man hours is
put in weekly to pick up trash.
Dean's office, much of the damage
to college property comes when
Some program boards of varimany people band behind one Idea
ous- campus dorms have taken
and seem to release their Inner It upon themselves to clean up
feelings by destroying property.
the Immediate dorm area by
'
can
usually
cases
traced
be
asking for volunteer help from
These
I

.

"

One person who lives nearby
the homes said hedge trlmning
is a once a year ;'ob at the
houses, and anything from old
tricycles to junked cars sit in
the backs of the houses.
The campus should not be
cleaned up to Impress other people according to Steve Graff,

because we
aU the time.
here all the
In Lowry
some."
.

According

have to live In it .Cage Is open, or the parking lot
For those who aren't by Bissman, Douglass and Stetime, a messy table venson, where litter of beer cans
may not be botherand other debris can sometimes
be found.
to Graff, the

Another place where a form of

ad-

missions office has not received

any negative comments about the
appearance of the campus from
prospective students or their
parents. "In most cases," he1
added, . "they seem Impressed
with how presentable the campus

trash can be found Is In the rest-roo-

men's dorms,

Is."

.

Many people say that in order
to see the trash and destruction
on campus, a student or visitor
would have to go to an
place not usually seen by
visitors. Examples people cited
problems exist are
where
me area between Klttredge and
Wagner on a weekend that the
out-of-the--

continued on' page 6

ZEITGEIST presents or
Bturday, Feb. 15

way

by Sue Flatte
Stokes win be speakLouis
Mr.
ing in Tim ken Gymnasium on
Friday, Feb. 14 at 7:30' p.m.
Stokes (D) is a member of the
House of Representatives . He
represents the 21st district of
Ohio. He has been a member
of Congress since V)4
His speaking engagement is
being sponsored by the B.S.A.
The president of B.S.A. Reggie
Holder said, "He probably win
speak on the relevance andor
power of Black Politics in the
70's, where if s going, and the

at 9 and

p.m. Pat "The indescri-- l
II
ably original" Ames and.
iDoug "Leo Kottke" AnderH

lion.

o.

associate dlrectorof admissions.
"We should keep the place clean

Congressman
Louis Stokes
speaks Feb. 14

0
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necessity for It."
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For Rent: Dorm refrigerators
Ph. 2624)936 .
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FLORENCE O. WILSON BOOK STORE
nOIIDAY, FEBRUARY 17

Photo by Ken Myers
and Dowglas.
Section
between
Fifth
draped
tree
en
paper
Toilet
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of the public buildings on
campus. Graffiti of all forms
Is present here, but Is less
common In bom women's and

.

hiring

No plans for student- - input sreto ccmI
continued from page

tees without real student

1

making Its decision the Committee reviews student evaluations, professor evaluations,
department evaluations, and a
professor's credentials and
recommendations.
The Committee reviews the
candidate thoroughly and men
makes recommendations to the
President of tlie College, who
In turn advises the Board of
Trustees of his decision.
A major concern among students is the Inadequate student
Input Into the process. Although
student class evaluations are
considered by the Teaching Staff
and Tenure Committee, mere
are no voting students on the
committee. This is presently

one of the few faculty commit

re-spoastb- lllty

SCOTS ARE KNOWN First
TO BE SAVERS.

ot evaluation. There does re--:
main me possibility "of a non- -'

influ-

ence. '
It appears mat the Committee
will remain mat way in the future. The faculty Is generally
displeased with student participation on committees of which
they already are a part, and
appear unwilling to place students on additional committees
until students assume the
already delegated.
In addition, with the reappointment, and tenure process
being drawn out over periods of
up to nine years, some claim
that the students who are here
for a maximum of four years
cannot effectively be Involved In
the contlnous process. Students,
however, claim that ' they can
Judge professors on the basis
of a' few courses, and can be a
part of the continuous process

voting student on the

-

conducted by the Committee
where evidence will be preA decision win be
sented.
reached by the Committee and
a recommendation made to the
President of me college wno
then goes to the Board of Trus

"

.

commit-

tee, but here also the likeli-

hood is small." Most professors

to get any professor dismissed
specified
under
conditions.
Should a contracted or tenured
professor fall to fulfill me expectations of his or her appointment, neglect academic responsibility or commit -- moral turpitude, he or she could possibly
be dismissed.. -

uphold the
utility of a tenure system. They
claim mere are positive as- - 1
pects to be considered In addition to the arguments against
tenure. Hopes of abolishing tenure are somewhat naive. On
the whole, professors are satisfied with the current tenure and
reappointment procedure.
If a student cannot abolish
tenure or obtain greater Input
Into reappointment and tenure
processes, It is stm possible
.

--

tees.
VWWWWSVWWMWWWVMMWWasStMMSa)ASMAA
ZEITGEIST- - is looking
for officers for the 1975-7- 6
year, starting spring, 1975.
If interested,contact Cheryl

,

.

-

The charges on which a

dls-

-

missal Is to be based can be

submitted by any member of
the faculty, administration, or
student body to the Teaching
Staff and Tenure Committee. The
charges are forwarded to the
faculty member concerned who '

Culp (box 1400,ext. 219),
Jon Peschel (box 2444,ext.
3711. or lom Bemus (Doxi
1136, ext. 509.
;:

Fvderal

..

Why don't you

open a

Photo by Ken Myers
Trash deposited in Kenarden stairwell after weekend partying.

5y47o

daily-rat- e

s

passbook
pccount

hit

WCWS

co-o- p,

lege radio station, security, the trays as toboggans and slide
bookstore, food service and ' down hills. Silverware also disappears quite rapidly, according
A visitor to "campus Is likely others aU report various forms
to see this restroom defacing, of theft,' some mat could affect to a Food Service spokesman.
Don Noll of the Bookstore has'
and not to see mat it does not the welfexe of the campus.
.
exist in dorms.
Food service experiences a said that his loss figures through
Other Indirect forms of camlarge loss of trays, especially shoplifting range Into the thouspus destruction have come In In ' the winter months when ands of dollars annually. His
many students decide to use the costs are passed on to the conthe forms of rlpoffs, The col
continued from page 5

with us ?

sumers.
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THE ORR
THEATRE

NOW THRU TUESDAY

FRL AND SAT, OPEN 6:30 , FEATURE 7:10 9:15
ALL SEATS $1.00
SAT. HAT AT 2:00
HON. AND TUBS. OPEN 7:00. FEATURE S:O0 --

1E2E ULTHMTE

.

3
m

rr

i .

The staff of WCWS has reported extensive rlpoffs of Its
record collection and has tightened up measures of Issuing
records and has decided mat
only staff members of the station win be allowed In the broad-ea- st
facility after Wlshart Hall
closes for the day. r
Carl Yund, Chief of Security,
reported mat stop signs located
by Hygela and the Lowry Center
parking lot have been repeatedly
lipped off. - The signs are replaced, but then again disappear.
"It is ft matter 01
to leave the signs intact,
said Yund. "Wooster residents
are farMfl1 with me traffic flow
In the area, but visitors are not.
I remember of one serious accident at the corner of Wayne
and Beall several years ago
rents went through an
wftr
seir-preser-rat-

OFF - S5.00 !
TOPS:
PANTS: 85.00; 2 for 58.00
OFF !
BELTS:
SOCKS: lA OFF !
200

W

LIBERTY,

io-- 4

!

lon

t

HONOAT AND TUESDAY
: ALL SEATS $14)0

41

j at

FEB.

19
F EB 26

-

"

BARGAIN NIGHTS

EPFKCTIVK ON LAST TWO NITKS ONLY
FAULT FOBWSON"
'
V.
"FREEBIE AND THE BEAR'

- DISNEY'S

SWISS

'''

had been ripped oft from there.
Cleaning up the after effects of parties, window breakings, and - general litter around
m muv
wTl stA icmk I mom
jjgralnu'does add toresent costs.
.
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Should College tie in to cable TV line?
Pictures,

by John Sharp

estimates

several

have been made and the

estimate for Installation of the
transmitter Into Wlshart was be- -,

. Several years ago the College
was presented with an option to
He Into Clear Pictures Incorporated so that It would he able

to broadcast television programs
In a similar manner that WCWS
presently broadcasts.
Clear Pictures Incorporated
Is Woosters local cable television service and in 160 It
laid a cable along Bever Street
leaving a connection near Wls-ha- rt
Hall. This connection would
enable the college to transmit
television programs through
existing cable lines and Into community homes that subscribe to
mis service.
According to Mr. Earl Shoup,
the general manager of Clear

last
--

tween $8,000 and $10,000.
The proposal was turned down
at that time because of expense
and the lack of trained personnel
to carry the program. forward.
The project would have required
file college to provide broadcast
equipment such as cameras and
lights, a studio and personnel to

--

maintain It.

Federal

Communications

Commission statutes require a
cablevtslon service to provide
facilities for public broadcasting. Clear Pictures presently
meets that requirement because
It now has a studio and equipment worth about $30,000 In Its

main office.
Clear Pictures has agreed to
act as a relay station for programming from Wlshart If the
college decides to allocate funds
for Its Installation and operation.
Dr. Wlnford Logan admits mere
Is student interest In a program
of this nature, but cites several
reasons why It has not been Instituted.
Its . "value educationally Is
probably overemphasised," he
said, and the Speech Department
presently provides for a limited
Television Workshop. - This
Workshop
equipment.

Includes

videotape

he said, it
Furthermore,
would require a sophistication
of program planning so mat a
program, was developed and

-

taped for Its dally, weekly or
He believes
biweekly airing.
mis would be more rigorous
man the Speech Department
The production
could handle.
content would be "something
beyond gadgeteertng," he stated,
and It would require more effort
than operating WCWS because
"If worse comes to worse, you
can always put on a record."

Some students
believe It
would be a worthwhile venture
and would like the opportunity
to televise programs In the local
community.
This could help
to develop a better rapport between the Wooster community
and the college. Currently,one
College student Is producing a

'Peoples9 historian appears next week
se
we have developed such an awe of complex terminologywhen a book begins

Harvey Waauthor of HARVEY

Noted historian

sherman,

lshed-becau-

HISTORY OF
WASSERMAN'S
THE UNITED STATES, publish-

a discussion of the late nineteenth century tn the United States
like this: 'The Civil War made
a few businessmen very rich.
The sentence Is terse. It Is
true. And It promises to tell
us much more."
Wasserman, who

ed by Harper & Row, will be
several
speaking on campus
times next week.

Wasserman' s HISTORY is, a
young radical writer's view of
wtaf s been going on In America
for the last 200 years.

.

co-foun-

Historian Howard Zlnn has described Wasserman's book as
" a beautiful example of peo-pihistory, when libraries and
homes all over the country are
clogged with dun and orthodox
hlstory.MHlgh school students,
college students, and almost everybody win find It utterly refreshing and educational In the
deepest sense... We are. aston- -

--

e's

(D-Mln- n.)

Pn.
Mondale

has been a U.S. Senator, since D64 when he was

appointed to fin the unexpired
term of Hubert H. Humphrey.
In 1966 Mondale was elected to
a fun term as senator and men
: reelected In 172.
As a member of Senate Committees on Finance, Mondale has
been Involved with the Select
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs. His background with
Individual welfare cases has been

practical joke
1

extensive during his career as
senator.

Ntemczyk,
"hoax." Sharon
a Wooster resident, commented,

"Few people who make Jokes
about homosexuals actually expect to meet up with them!!"
Pam McArthur warned, "You
are messing with the lives of
hundreds of people on this campus and we win not tolerate
It!"
According to Randy Cope,

Mondale received his LL.B
from the University of Minn.
Law School In T56. He went
into private law practice that
year and continued until 1 60
when be was appointed Attorney General of Minn. In May.
He was elected men In November and reelected in n62 to serve
until his appointment to the Senate. In 1960, he was also nominated as the Outstanding Young
Man of the Year In Minn.

talk will be
by Cultural Events
Committee, Mayor's Committee
on the United Nations, Wooster
League of Women Voters and
Mondale's

OARDC.

Ashland College SUBG
Presents in Concert

Mil-

ler residents belelve the gays,
are "blaming Miner Manor
for-someth-

the house was not
responsible for," since most
residents had nothing to do with
the original practical Joke or the
subsequent abusive phone can.
While they are sorry for whator humilever Inconvenience
iation the Joke may have caused
gays, they resent what they believe was a deliberate attempt
by gays to "cause trouble" after
discovering mat the "discussion" was a fake.

ing

-

.

home
The Pnmidenfm Home warn
oonmtmctvt In 1928 'and waa'y"

President

wooeisrmi:

m

rounding area.Wasserman will
speak In the pit on Tuesday,
Feb. 18th, at 8 P.M.on
"A
Revolutionary Look at the American Revolution," On Wednesday
he win appear with students and
faculty on a panel on nuclear
power plants, Wasserman Is being sponsored by the Wooster
People's Party.

Dr. Hans Jenny, Vice President for Finance, at Wooster,
explained that Ashland has 5 or

6 families who are especially
Interested in the arts and who
help to underwrite the cost of
the program. Dr. Jenny said
mat at present Wooster cannot
afford to undertake a program
of this scope. However, be said,

the college wjuld be willing to
evaluate the aspects of this program again, but It would also
entail an evaluation of the present priorities for financial

GRACE'S WINE SHOP
FREE DELIVERY
(5.00

248

W.

MINIMUM

NORTH STREET
262-58- 66

:

Mondale to talk on food crisis
Sen. Walter F. Mondale
wlU speak on the world
food crisis In McGaw Chapel,
, at 8:30
Wednesday, Feb.

Gays protest
continued from page

ded

Liberation News Service In the
late 60s, has been living for
the past six years on an organic farming commune In Montague, Massachusetts, and has
been teaching history, Journal-Is- m
and the occult at Hampshire College. Wasserman and
members of the commune have
been actively organizing agatnst
nuclear power plants In the sur

program at the cable station
facilities.
Ashland College presently operates a broadcasting station
from their campus. Their operational budget, explains Dr.
Logan, Is around $12,000 a year
and "we have about $200 a year
to work with."

Feb. 171975 8 P.M. in
The Convocation Center
Tickets at the door
$ 1.50 single
$2.50 couple ;

co-spons-

ored

--

I

got it, prove it:
If you want it, work for it. if
you think you're a leader,
show us. That's what we
ask and expect of every
college man who enters our
Platoon Leaders Class
commissioning program.
PLC... with ground, air
and law options, summer
training, and the chance
If you've

for up to $2,700 in financial
assistance. But to make
our team... you have to

meet our challenge.

n:zr:jmi::23

cie unco ram
FEUGBBD ."HL

-ATTENTION WOOSTER JUNIORS: EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
TRAINING
WEEKS
FOR
TEN
SEE ABOUT EARNING $100000.
THIS SUMMER AS A MEMBER OF THE MARINE CORPS PLATOON LEADERS CLASS AND A GUARANTEED INCOME AND
JOB UPON GRADUATION - CALL 522-42- 68
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to -- reach out?

Should whites expect
continued from page-

-

1

dents "who participated,

Just as people
Some white students felt that
this attitude was inhuman, and
a means of perpetuating me
problem; they had trouble understanding me blacks', desires to

v

far stayed within the range of ' dents feeling mat segregation
about 90 to 120 students.
..
is the answer to racial problems
Many more Instances of perand me white students feeling
sonal racism- - were brought up. that Integration Is me answer.
Arthnra Otey spoke of times The black students spoke more
when white people have come man the whites, while the white
be accepted first as black peointo black dorms to "do all students primarily asked quesple, before mey are accepted as their dirt and men leave.We tions.
s
people. According to Marsha get me blame when - mere's
White students said they wantis
an inbred human trash all out in front of seventh ed to relate to blacks as other
Harris, it-tendency to react with hostility and eighth." . Jerry McGreer people, regardless of color, but
against people who are different. told about a time when "a whole stm resent it when blacks don't
"Your Id is always going to pack of mem (white students) respond. They sometimes don't
.

are "tor

-

,

.

ek
man
segregation until
learns bow to walk.
There seemed to be a general
concensus that we do hare racial
problems on campus, bat a great
difference of 'opinion on what
should be done about mem. In
defense of segregation, Marsha
Harris said mat "the black mentality is almost totally different
As
say, lie's different from me.'
from the white mentality.
migrated through" a black dorm, realize mat, as Jerry McGreer
she pot It, "all yon white people
To the black students In gen- pouring beer under doors of Mid, a rejection by a black
are like an open book to me
eral, Barrte Wilson's statement, rooms and generally vandalising person "might not ; have been
you wear your personalities on
long as 'mere are men on the place.
"as
personal,'
but simply
a
yo-j- r
Throughout this discussion, ' reaction against acts like the
sleevesI don't mink any the earth, there's always going
white people can say mat ttey
to be black men and white men,
mere were two basic points of vandalism of the black dorm.
know me heart of any black peoseemed to express melr feelings. view expressed:, the black stu- - On the other hand, the blacks
ple on this cam pas." According
The white students who particto Marsha, this does not mean
ipated represented a sincere dethat blacks are less open man
sire to understand the blacks'
whites, but Is a result of the
attitude and create some jraclal
way whites hare treated blacks
interaction on a campus where
mey feel, in Malcolm Wldness
In the past "like a piece of the
scenery' before whom they can words, "there's really not tha'.
become completely uninhibited,
much." One Issue raised by a , March 8 Is International Wo- International Women's Day.
not out of a desire to be Insulting,
white student, - Chris Plttman, men's Day, as established in 1856
The events win begin on Thursbut because the white people had "was whether blacks feel more at a Socialist Convention in Scan- day, March 6, and continue
no respect for the blacks as peopressure at Wooster from what dinavia through the efforts made through Sunday, March
C.O.-W- .
ple.
he called "Institutional racism'' by Clara Zetkln, a noted German
general
Wooster
students, the
Morris Edwards explained
or personal racism. Black stu- socialist. ' For over a month public and people from other
black sentiments further by saydents responded with Instances now women have been meeting to .. communities are invited. Feming that It seems to him mat
organise four days of events here inist history and theory, practical
of bom.
whites "always expect blacks to
In
In Marsha Harris' opinion, inIn honor of information health care, law,
Wooster
reach out to them.Mfor a white
stitutional racism has been
gardening poetry, art, music,
student to break down any baworse. She cited several Inand books win be presented' In.
rriers, the white student's going stances where what the adminisworkshops and other events.
to have to reach out." '
tration says it does, especially
It Is hoped mat the entire event
This attitude was difficult for
in regard to admissions, does not
win generate interest, energy,
most of the white students to
correspond to me facts. Accordmoney and commitments towards
accept. Many of them, like Glenn
ing to Marsha, although admisestablishing a Women's Resource
Toomman,
stressed treating
sions policies are said to be
Center In Wooster.
everyone alike, regardless of
the same for both blacks and
Wooster students win be treatcolor. Glenn felt that he perwhites, 36 out of the 37 black
to an Innovative attraction
ed
In antlelnatlon of International
sonally does not base judgements
freshmen are on financial aid,
20 and 21 when
on
'
Feb.
Women's Day. Holly Near win
of people on race and Is "not
while only about 13 of the whites
Health Fair win give a concert on Monday, Feb- conscious of the color at all...
are receiving aid. She referred first annual.
Though
a new Idea to urary 17, In the Lowry Center
be
held.
For me to be an extrovert.1
also to the College Board tests,
which she said have to do with this campus, health fairs have Ballroom at 8 pm. for 75? Tic- don't always do mat with whites."
on various other col
kets purchased early only cost
"I would say that Is a lie," white culture, not black, and to appeared
campuses.
lege
50$.
was Barrte Wilson's response ' the fact that the college does .
Situated In several areas of
not enroll a quota of black stuto Glenn's remarks. Barrte Is
.Holly Near Is Z5 years old.
To do this, Wooster ' Lowry Center Lobby, medical
"always conscious of it (race)," dents.
to admit about 200 experts win be ready to provide Her credits are many. She sang
would
have
and feels mat as long as blacks
in many areas of at the Kent State Memorial last
desire to be accepted "as a blacks by her figures about 12 information
featurnmg
displays,
Booms
percent
body,
the
of
May. She was Kllgore Trout's
student
since
man in society, mey will still
and an assortment daughter in "Slaughterhouse 5"; '
be subject to whites. In his the black population of tbeUnlted literature,
win deal she has appeared In many T.V.
States is about 12 percent. How- of qualified Individuals
opinion, blacks must seek ac- areas; Wayne shows
specific
seven
in
l
noM-vso
ever,
rm
an
enrollment
has
and films besides. Holly
black
MtMM
Mark
r-- 9
County Cancer Society, me Sle-k- le
Cell Anemia Association of
Cleveland win be present Is ad-Cage-dinner-theatdltlon to a booth from the stark
the-bla-

said that they would never turn
out white students, but one white
student cited a specific Incident
' m which he was turned out.
:' As Malcolm Wldness satd, the
cause of any bigoted attitude Is

--

--

"

Holly Near to

;

Ignorance; we stm do not know
enough about each other In order
to eliminate fear, which, according to Barrte Wilson, "Is what
causes all the problems on
."
cam-pas-

-

'

, Perhaps the most Important
point to emerge from the discussion was that, as Glenn Tooth-m- an
said, "Segregation Is not
an act of polartzatloiuMIf tt's
notrf then I have no reason to

--

fear."""

in honor

of International Women's Day.
.

.

Hygeia plans

.

a-

Health Fair
for Feb.20, 21

r

was a member of the New York
City east for "Hair"
Among her main concerns are
those of women and the Vietnam
; situation, and her music reflects
these themes - women and war.
Holly Near Is a folk singer. She
writes most of the music. she
sings. On her first album "Hang
In There", she Includes a recording of a Vietnamese song sung
by Vietnamese women along with
her musical statements on Viet- nam. Her second and most recent album, "A Live Album", Is
a collection of songs such as:
Laid Off", "Old Time Woman"',
"Get Off Me Baby and others.
.

Holly has her own record company caned Redwood Records as
wen as her own publishing com- pany:
Hereford Music. - She
helped produce her own albums '

An tn sU she promises to be
an Interesting compelling mu'.. '
sician.'
Tickets are on sale now.' You
can get mem In Lowry Center,
or
at me Wooster Food Co-o-p,
from members of the International Women's Day Planning
Committee.
.

with Twain
slated for Feb. 20, 21

--

er

-- Wayne County Lung Association
Students Interested in undergradstudy In
uate or
The bearded lady is not with
medicine win undoubtedly benefit from the information offered this circus, but Kirk Fisher is.
The Cage win present "An
by Aultman Hospital from Can
ton, Ohio. And, the Hygeia Staff i Evening Witt Mark Twain," a
post-gradu- ate

his junior Independent Study, advised by Barbara Eler.
The program Is an original
work by Fisher. He has done
dinner theatre extensive research about the
.
win nrovtde informative know- -! !
ledge on both Immunisations and ' next Thursday and Friday. Doors speeches Twain actually gave
will open at 6:00 for the hot across the country and has
nutrition.
dinner consisting of hot." blned the material into his own
The Health Fair, which was
or Swedish meatballs.' 4 presentation. His script Is not
chicken
conceived nearly seven months
by Holbrook.
ago, is the result of a great The trouble begins about 8:15 - the same one used
.
deal of orerjaratlon on the cart i and will hut for about an hour
of the entire Hygeia Staff who 1 and a half.
theatre that win be presented
anticipate bom a worthwhile and
Tickets can be purchased at In the Cage. Last fan, Scott
program.
fascinating
It win take Lowry Center. - For students Weingart produced a play
place between 4 and 8 p.m. both and faculty, the cost will be wrote- - for his sern.br English he
Thursday and Friday evening, . $2.50, and $4.00 for otters not 4 S and both nights were a sen-J,Mrs. Pat Llmbach of tteHy- - ' on food service.
out.
f
gels Staff expressed her own
"Despite repeated pleas for
Speech
a
junior
Kirk
participating
In the '
Fisher,
excitement at
Health Fair, and stated "We major, is playing Mark Twain, mercy,' Mr. Twain has said he
hope that the students win stop for ' the evening In the same win feel free to torment both
by, the displays and ask any tyle Hal Holbrook played the ' faculty and students as' he
- - - part. The project is part of wishes."
questions.''
seml-serlo-

us

eom-buf- fet

;

--

.

---

DESIGN YOUR RINGS....
AT WHITE JEWELERS

-

.

--

-

1

.

.

--

--

.
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Football is a game and football is fun

to CO W

IHhm
by Glenn Forbes
Don Hunsinger, Woosters new
head football coach, Is a very
personable, likeable man. He
;

is frank, honest, forthright but
.most of all enthusiastic: "Pm
so enthusiastic yon might have to
tone down the things I say a
little bit." We talked about a
lot of filings, from football to
the nature of competition in our
society and never once was his
enthusiasm anything but refreshing.
Hunsinger plans some changes
In Wooster football come next
fall. "We're going to put in a
completely' new defense, we'll
have a four man front and more
similar to Auburn
. linebackers,
and Penn State... the pass coverage will be gone, you'll never
unless
see US in a
its against a team who doesn't
pass much. On offense, we'll
run some kind of I (formation),
somewhere between what Ohio
State and Southern Cal run. We'll
try to have a balance between
the run and the pass, although
we'll probably run more, but I've
got no fears about putting the
ball in the air."

.

(OAC rules) and mis campus is
our greatest asset, If s a beautiful campus and the students
are a great asset, too. it's
hot a bad rule, it cuts out a
lot of unnecessary expense. If
we were allowed to recruit off
campus, I'd a ever be around,
I'd be in people's homes, or in

-

restaurants."

I asked him about the pros- -,
pects for the next football season, "We're playing a good
schedule, mere's not a pushover on it, but we can
pete with everyone. We're
gonna sen what we're doing,
we're gonna work hard and we're
gonna be in shape. We're gonna sell an attitude. ..your mental
state Is a very important part
of the entire program. I'll never have anyone lose sight of
the fact that football is a game
and football is fun. Personal
feelings, personal relationships,
are the most important part of
a program and I mink most
coaches feel mat way. I don't
know any who don't;
This is
something I'm gonna stress."
His attitude toward achievement
is the same for everyone. "You
wanna be the best writer.don't
you?
I tell my students 'I'll
never accept anything but your'
best', we're all striving for ex- -.
To the question of recruiting
eellence, we know we make it
he was as open as always; "Pm only very rarely, but we're trygoing to try to do the best I can. ing,"
There's nothing wron;
Pll take anyone, but work harder with being number one, I don't
on Ohio people, I know mure think you. should be criticized
names and more people in Ohio. for being the best."
y
If s tough to recruit
Hunsinger minks mat support
people since we can't pay for
transportation to the campus or from the college community is
do any ' recruiting off .campus important for football but thaf s
-

man-to-m- an

.

out-of-st- ate

not all. "The college com anity
should support me college. . I
don't mink any one thing on eam-'pis any more important man
any . other, debate, orchestra,
theatre, or what have you. In
the athletic department, all
sports should be treated equal-s

.-

us

ly, each activity is very important to the people doing it. They
all deserve the support of the
college community and the administration."
He had some interesting comments about Jack Scott, former
A.D. at Oberlin (where he has
coached), a
"athletic
revolutionary". "He has a lot
of good ideas in his book, ja lot
that I agree with- - and so would
most people. But most of his
ideas aren't revolutionary at an.
Nothing needed to be changed
at Oberlin. The people I knew
there who are now gone were aU
good, humanitarian people.
I.
can't comment orf the new people,
I don't know them. But I think
the program has changed for the
worse; if s not as diversified as.
it was. The program didn't need
to be changed, it was as close
to what he (Scott) was talking
about as you could find. I would
like to see Howard CoseU go
back to Oberlin and SPORTS
so-cal- led

-

-

ILLUSTRATED - do a- - follow-u-p
article on Oberlin's program. I
don't mink the results
were what
'

they anticipated".

' Woosters new head football
coach seems to be a determined
and. hardworking but very sensitive man. ' And If enthusiasm
helps win football games, the
Test of the OAC had better watch
out!

I. M. Standings
B League
5 B 5- -1

Ken.'P

- Division

6B-

-

1- -2

4--

"

-

0--

3

- Division

0

The Team 0
Crandall House
Gang Bangers
4--

Rolling Stones
-3
Ken. A

inoon, 9:30 Saturday morning and 2:00 Saturday afternoon.
Admission $.50 for students and $1.00 for adults.

-

'ROFFLER TRAINED HAIR STYLIST"
MEN'S HAIR STYLING

3

PETES ' BARBER SHOP

'

'

3- -1
1- -1
1- -2

0--3

Arm I 22

0--4

.

B League - Division 4
Ken. A 3- -0
3- -1
Roundballers
2The "Gores
Ken Kagers 2- -2
Wooster Roosters

,

-1

Penthouse "6"

won

75-6- 9.

.

"

,

2- -2

1- -2

Nold Ave. Knockers
FuUers Bouncers

Photo by Sam Raopt
Action from last Saturday's gome against Kenyan. Scots
'

Myerm

"There's' )

Wooster Invitational Wrestling Tooma-- J
REMEMBER:
Ement is this weekend. Matches start at 4:30 FYiday after!

1-

7B

Photo by Ken

New COW head football coach Don Hunsinger:
nothing wrong with being number one."

1

0--4

B League
IB

2--

.

Purple Bears
BSA B

2

V

8- -1

Troyer House
IBB 2- -1

tl

i

1- -3
0--

3

Willie liasconi was world
pocket billarda champion
nine times between 1944
and 1955;

m

Men's hairstyling
Hair relaxing
Hair coloring
s5"
Hair ,niece
Safes and service
112

E Main Street,
Smithville

Evening appointments available
Call for appointment 669-610- 1

.
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Calloway leads Scots in heartstopper
Heidelberg took the lead, as
and
previously stated, at 2,
on It until
to.
build:
continued
- What Is It
that makes a team halftlme when they led
1.
want to play so many games as They were just blowing the
tightly as the Scots have mis Scots off the court with one of
year?
Is it the search for the most amazing shooting disthrills, a desire to test the plays ever witnessed. At the
coach's sanity, or a more al- half they were burning the nets
truistic motive, such as pro- for 75 from the field, on 15
viding a large audience with of 20 shots, and 87 from the
exciting entertainment? It may line, on M of 16 attempts. Wobe any one of these, bat all oster was not hitting mat badly
three were achieved Tuesday with 52 from the field and 71
evening as the Scots dethroned
from the line. But turnovers
the Student Princes of Heidelwere hurting the Scots as they
ot
berg, on a
.baseline had twice as many as HeideJumper by Manny Stone with 6 lberg's 6. When a team's shootseconds remaining, 70-- 6
ing is as deadly as Heidelberg's
Heidelberg held the lead from was men their opponents simply
14--12
in the first half until with cannot afford to turn the ball
3:25 remaining In the game over at all.
Manny Stone hit 2 free throws
Early In the second half Woto give Wooster a 65-lead. oster made a run at Heidelberg,
From that point on the Student behind a quick change of luck In
Princes must have wished they the shooting of Mad Chad Saladln
had quit while they were ahead.
and Manny Stone, both of whom
had been held scoreless in the
first half. They narrowed me
but could
Prince lead to 0,
get no closer than 7 points until
with nine minutes remaining Dou-n- le
Calloway hit a Jump shot to
4.
close the gap to five,
Suddenly though It seemed as.
If Heidelberg was going to put
the Scots away, as they scored
4 of 4 free throws to widen their
by Dave Koppenhaver

M-1-

44-3-

.

--

20-fo-

64

.

0STUDENTS!P

nnn
you
BE

THE JUDGE!
College expenses can be
paid safely and surely with

a

low-co- st

47-4-

51-5-

5.
But It was far
lead to
from over as far as Don Calloway and teammates were concerned. Calloway proceeded to
swish through 3 Jumpers while
Gene Schlndewolf added a bucket
64-5-

CHECKING ACCOUNT

OR
You can take chances by
le
making payments with
los-ab-

cash or expensive

money orders.
Judge for yourself

and

open your ThriftiCheck
Personal Checking Account today.

CHECKS ARE
PERSONALIZED
FREE
NO MINIMUM
BALANCE IS
REQUIRED

'

Mark Crlsllp had 20, Dave Wlr-Ic- k
18, John Webster 17, and

It was Just as close statistically as In the score. Cold

Dave Smith H.
With mis victory the Scots
kept alive their chance to host
.
.
v
.

tournament
game. Currently Ohio Northern
Is 1 game ahead of them In
But .the Polar
fourth place.
Bears must face Wittenberg and
Muskingum in their final two
games, offering the distinct
possibility of a double loss, putting the Scots in fourth and with
the enviable position of being
able to play all of their tournament games at home, until the
final.

their

--

65-6-

.

.

65

one-and--

and Saladln did like-

one

been very' successful mis year,
with 42 teams participating. The
standings as of February are;

3- -1

and. men Mike Shane
missed a long- Jumper at the

6A 4-- 2
7AAA

BSAI

4- -3

68

64

maining

-

first-rou-

nd

I.M. Basketball

wise, and the Princes held a prelead, Schlndewolf
carious 69-was men forced to foul Mark
Crlsllp with 22 seconds left, as
Heidelberg was trying to stall
the game away. It seemed all
but over, as Heidelberg had hit
25 of 29 free throws up to this
point In the game. But Crlsllp
missed and Wooster pulled the
rebound, setting the stage for
Stone's heroics and the 70-Scot victory, Heidelberg called
a timeout with 4 seconds re-

Intramural basketball, according to student I.M. assistants
Dwlght Pike and Jon Smith, has

A League
7AAAA
5A 4- -0

Cage

8AA

Clan

2- -3

Faculty
7AA

1- -3

1- -5

7AM'
n

BSA

0--

B League

6

- Division

Arm. Ace 0
Arm. Armpits "

1

4--

5- -0

5BB

3- -1

Freethrowers

2- -2

Sailor's Anon.

1- -2

Masakela
Heathens

3- -3

3- -1

3- -2

0--

3

0- -4

Scotties face crucial weekend
The varsity's game against
Akron wasn't an bad. Said
Coach Nichols, "I'm not too disThis weekend will be a crucial couraged. We stayed with our
one for the Wooster Scotties. 2- -3 defense, and gave them - a
The teams will spend Friday hard time at the top of the key.
playing Mount St. Toseph and Our teamwork is Improved."
Saturday at Wittenberg, two tough
The big problem In the Akron
game was mat the Scottfe
challenges.
Lately big troubles have scoring balance was off. Shot
plagued the Scotties in the form completion was only 29, and
of big schools. Dayton defeated though Sue Welch scored 14 and
5,
the varsity
Akron was vic- Evelyn Campbell had 12, the next
win, and last highest scorer - Cindy Barr -torious In a 52-Monday Wooster suffered a 68-- was held to six points. New in
loss to Ohio University.
the Akron game was the Scot-tie- s'
use of a press, and It was
Several factors plagued the
Scotties In the Dayton loss. "We effective.
by Janet Smeltz

-

41

f

;

shooting and sloppy ball handling in the second half cost
Heidelberg the game. They hit
and Manny Stone the two free 51 from the field and 83 of
, throws
to give the Scots the their free throws, while Wooster countered with 56 field
lead at 4.
Heidelberg's Dave Wlrtek hit goal accuracy and 75 success
from the line. Each team com2 free throws and then Calloway
almost turned Into a goat, with mitted 20 turnovers and grabbed
26 rebounds,
.1:20 remaining, as he turned the
Donnle Calloway led the Scots
ball over and men fouled Mark
Crlsllp, who proceeded to hit 2 with. 14 points, 12 of mem In
free throws to give the Princes the second half. Saladln and
a 68-lead. Calloway answered Schlndewolf contributed 12 points
with another Jumper at the other apiece and Stone chipped In 10.
end to narrow the gap to one Heidelberg had fine balance as
' point.
Crlsllp hit the front end of a

70-3-

PERSONAL

buzzer.

45

were
beaten by a more
experienced team, a faster team,
and a taller team," reported
Coach Nan Nichols. "Individually, we really hustled, but as
far as the team goes, we Just
weren't playing together." Dayton's defense snook the Scotties,
and Wooster scoring was kept
to a minimum.
Ms. Nichols
was pleased with the debut of
defense and the flexthe
ibility Woosters defense showed.
d
- Last Saturday when me
to Akron; the .V.
stayed and played at home. Lorain County Community College
beat the Scotties 1.
"We had trouble getting going", said reserve Coach Nlkkl
McCarthy, ''but the second half
was Indicative of how we can
play. They had problems penetrating our defense, plus our
passing was good." Ms. McCarthy Is now out to promote a
more "patient offense", encouraging the players not to
hurry In taking their shots.
1-- 3-1

t

A long ride took the Scotties every game. "We never gave
down to Ohio University last up," says the proud coach. "We
Monday, where neither Wooster all worked together and everyone
team could overpower Its oppondid the best she could."
ents. .
The varsity had its problems
Wooster's J.V. never adjusted too. "If we can get our offense
to. O.U.'s defense, and the regoing, we'll do all right," exserves never found the accuracy plained Coach Nichols. - "We

necessary for scoring strength.

were hurt by a lack of offenWe played a
sive rebounding.
better game man we did against
Akron, but we Just weren't In
control of the. ball."
Evelyn Campbell was cited by
Coach Nichols for both her' defast breaks.
Coach McCarthy feels that she fensive and offensive work. "Her
has seen an improvement in the defensive adjustment was beauScotties offensive teamwork in tiful, and she scored 20 points?
The J.V. score was O.U. 66,
COW 33, but due to the Impenetrability of the Scotties' zone
defense, most of the O.U.'s points
came from outside shooting or

--

-

varsity-travelle-

46-3-

TO

mm
mm
IC3

Standing (from I.): S. Barker. S. Welch, S. Hughes, Coach Nan Nichols, C Sprao, A,
Alexander, B. Meese. Kneeling:. C. Barr, K. Fischer, S. Rohrer, E. Campbell. Next
game is Monday.

.
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Sports at the- - U. of Chicago: Amateur
athletics at; its best, and proud of it
by Glenn Forbes

In the late 1930's the University of Chicago was faced with
an extremely difficult choice
concerning Its varsity football
program. After being a Big Ten
powerhouse for many years under
the leadership of the legendary

v

Amos Alanzo Stagg, It found itself being outclassed by other
Big Ten schools which had larger
student bodies and better recruiting programs. So, - it bad to
either continue to get trounced
In the Big Ten, go out and buy a
team, move to a lower conference, or give up football.
In 1939 it shocked
world by doing just mat, abandoning varsity football. Although
there were cries of despair for
the future of Chicago and college football, both have survived.
College football now mesmerizes,
the entire cities of Columbus,
South Bend, Ann Arbor, and much
of the country for three or four
months during the fall. Chicago
is now regarded (still) as one
of the premier academic institutions In the country, and is the
only American college or university to have the distinction
of tearing down its football stadium to build a library.
But football lives at Chicago,
the-spor-

ts

ever since a student petition in
led to its reinstatement as
a varsity sport. The opponents
are no longer Illinois and Notre
Dame, rather they are Grlnnell
"
Other varsity
and Oberlln.
sports also live (basketball,
wrestling, baseball, cross country, track and field, golf, swimming,
tennis. ' lacrosse
and occasionally live
quite well. For example, U. of
C.'s basketball team went to the
1969

and-socce-

r)

N.C.A.A. college division basket-

ball tournament last year.
I asked head football coach
and athletic director Walter Hass
(who Is, Incidentally, a member
of the NCAA council) about

foot-

ball at Chicago, and Chicago's
philosophy of athletics. He said
that athletes at Chicago are
they are truly student
athletes, for there Is no other

not-speci- al,

term for young men who can
Perhaps Chicago's attitude tohandle the academics at Chicago ward football and varsity sports
and still find the time for athin general was best expressed
letics. The University does, by coach Hass: "If a young man
give
surprisingly,
athletic goes to college on an athletic
scholarships. Every year three scholarship, unless he gets an
freshmen are awarded a full education while he is there, he
tuition scholarship named after got a bad deal."
Alanzo Stagg. There are some
Women's varsity athletics are
differences, though, between mis also an Important part of Chiand other athletic scholarships; cago's athletic program. The
the recipients must have gradschool sponsors eight women's
uated. In the top 10 of their sports on the varsity level (field
high school class' and scored hockey, volleyball, badminton,
well (about 1300 combined or basketball, swimming, Softball,
better) on their SAT's and, track and field); and the woamazingly, the recipients don't men's athletic director .is Mary
have to participate in varsity Jean Muldaney, a nationally
sports at Chicago.
known personality in women's
Hass also told me some sun sports.
I asked Ms. Muldaney about
prising things about football at
Chicago.
First of all, their the value of women's sports.
She replied very simply "If an
program Is totally "walk-on- ".
activity is valuable for one inA notice is posted at the beginning of fall quarter telling dividual. It Is valuable for all
all Interested men the time and the university community."
place of the first meeting and Women's sports at Chicago
stress opportunity, the goal Is
the team is composed of whoever shows up. Practice is not to provtde as many different
opportunities as possible. 'And
mandatory, labs and other academic necessities take prefer- -, the response has been good;
woman
Once, four students Chicago has a twenty-tw- o
ence.
basketball' team.
missed the first half of a footThe women have their scholarball game because they were
ships, also; two Gertrude Dudley
taking an exam 1
scholarships are awarded every
One might mink that in a program like this winning would be year and their nature is the
unimportant, but that is not the same as that of the Stagg scholarships' for men. The fact that
case. Said Hass: "Wedo everything possible, within the rules, the women give' two scholarto give our players a winning ships and the men three brought
experience;" and I can assure up the question of budget alloyou mat playing to win is ust cations.
The allocation of funds at Chias Important to football player
(and Sports Information Director) cago Is based on the ratio of
Mike Krauss as It Is to any men to women ' on campus and
other collegiate athlete I have-eve-r the number of men's varsity sports to women's varsity
met.
Since bom of these
Yet playing to win is only one sports.
part of intercollegiate athletics ratios are about 3 to 2, the
of the
women get about
at Chicago. Just as much emphasis Is given to those who varsity athletics budget which
participate; all who wish to are seems fair' and equitable to all
Although It Is no
encouraged to do so. Players concerned.
are encouraged on the practice problem at Chicago, I raised
field, rather man being goaded the question of sports which make
or humiliated, and, refreshingly, money from gate receipts. She
It is the stated policy of coach answered quite simply that if
Hass and his staff to pay as the budget for one sport (e.g.
much attention as "possible to; football) exceeds gate receipts
: then another other sport (e.g.
the Individual, no matter how
' field hockey) should receive comwell or poorly he plays. ;"'
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parable support.
There - is but one word to
describe women's varsity sports
at' Chicago: participation. Anyone who wants to practice with
any women's varsity team may
do so; there are no cuts.
I found the Intramural program

1
L

r

t

1
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Walter

Photo by Glenn Forbes
Hass, Athletic Director and football coach at the Un-

iversity of Chicago.
by
called "Bill"
all because he
says "I want to talk to the kids
and sometimes titles scare them
away." His openness, has resulted In the I.M. office becom- -.
ing an unexpected liason between
students and administration.
No sales office hustles for
sales more than that I.M. office
hustles for participants. They
continually run an SOS (stamp
out spectators) campaign and
try to be as responsive as possible to the desires of students.
Once they went as far as to buy
and distribute frlsbees to promote a fxisbee tournament. Needless to say, the tournament was
a smashing success.
large part to
Due
In
aggressiveness and dedication of
the Intramural staff, the Intramural program at Chicago en toys
an enviable 90 participation
among undergraduate males and
a total undergraduate participation of 704 They offer a total
of 41 activities (25 men, 16 coed)
including several single day or
single week activities. A sep
.

.

at Chicago unbelievable.

Intramurals is considered a
, there;
its director
holds professional rank and has
As I
four student assistants.
de-partm-

.

Photo by Clean Forbes
Cress Country practice, The sweatshirt displays the team's

motto.
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stepped into the I.M. office, I
noticed that director Bill Vendl's
office door was open and found
ouf a little later that it was
never closed. Vendl believes
that intramurals should provide
a service to the university community and mat, as such, he
should be available as much as

possible.

Although Vend! holds

a

doc-

torate degree he Insists on being

arate women's Intramural
gram

also 'sponsors

six

The pool Is open 34 hours a
week and it Is always possible
for intramural teams to reserve
practice time in the gym. ,

Intramurals are regarded as

an important part of bom the
student and athletic programs
and the Intramural office always
gets needed support from the
athletic, administration and the
street,
deans. It Is a two-wthough.' ' Says Vendl In an open
ay

"We are a

.

.

The purpose of athletics at
Chicago is not to make the participants better athletes. It Is
to make them better students,
better people. That spirit was
perhaps expressed best by Chicago's grand old man of athletics,
Amos Alanzo Stagg; "The proper
relationship of a coach to his
players should be that of a teacher and pupil, with the pupil's
best Interests and his development as a man being the teacher's
Winning
principal concern.
games is a factor, but it Is not
the most Important factor."
If anyone thinks that athletics
Is necessarily dehumanizing, he
hasn't seen athletics at Chicago,

proac-

tivities.
In order to make these I.M.
programs work, the university
makes a concerted effort to make
facilities available to students.

letter,

The structure outlined above Is
an Important part of Chicago's
athletic program, but what is
much more important is the
spirit that pervades it. It. is a
spirit of dedication, competlve-nes- s,
desire, and most Importantly, concern for all the Individuals Involved In the program.

service-orient-

ed

Let us
best. service
your needs through physical activities and Intramurals."-

WORLD-WID- E

TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
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department;

know bow. we can
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PHONE
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Five school records go

w syiff w

Scot ficmers

OAC relays

more sweet was the fact that Reedy, Ralph Merten and Rick
Day placed fifth but set a new
disthe Scots defeated a B-which
Just
team
had
medley
mark of 18:58.3, 9.2 seconds
tance
Fire
(NEWS SERVICES)
week
me old record. The high
win
big
the
below
a
off
come
a
conference
and
school records
-.
team of King Lewis,
relay
Pitlump
University
of
dlstaaee medley championship before at the
and Barry Wilson
Tony
which
Tavael
meet
a
Relays,
tsburgh
the
of
highlighted the efforts
combined lumps
wlm
fifth
placed
top
teams
Wooster Fighting Scot tracksters featured many of the
17-- 4,
good
for a new
also
of
Vat the OAC Indoor Relays here In the East.
Wooster coach Tom Kaiser mark.
The team finished
Saturday.
The high hurdle relay team ot-- '
BaWwin-Walla- ee
particularly pleased wlm
was
with
overall,
seventh
and
taking the top honors. the win. "This was oar first Fred Tones. Pete Moore
at
placed
sixth
Shroeck
Mike
championship
since
conference
The performance of the disteam
put
relay
shot
the
and
said,
223
he
here,"
been
have
tance medley team was the high
and it is really great because 'of Troy Schmidt, Ted Koontz
point of the day for Wooster.
and Al George combined for a
conferThe team of Paul Cope, Glenn we beat the best in the
worked
total of 116-- 6, which set a school
we
long
week
All
and
ence.
Toothman, Forrest Merten
medley
Rick Day won the event with a hard for the distance
school record time of 10:36.8. and it paid off."'
Four other school marks fell
This beat the old record of 10:
reat
the meet. The four-mi- le
seconds,
13.4
by
50.2
Murphy,
Bin
Doug
of
team
lay
even
What made the victory
byBlgAl
by Ned Loughrldge

W

--

"

-

t

mark but did not place in the along, he said. "We have the
"
depth and the confidence, but we
meet.
have a lot of work to do. We
Along with the records, Wohave a lot of tough teams ahead.
oster had some fine individual
13
I am pleased wlm the perforcleared
Brown
Dave
efforts.
feet In the pole vault,. while mances today, but I mink they
Fred Jones and Lewis turned In are no indication of what we can
fine performances in the high do if we continue to work hard."
The team faces a difficult week
hurdles and the high and long
ahead as It travels to Gambler
lumps respectively.
Also stnEled out by praise from to face Kenyon and Oberlln SatKaiser were Toothman, Day.Cope urday afternoon.' The one-mi-le
and Forrest Merten, all of whom relay teams head north to the
Coliseum Saturday night to parcompeted in three events. ,
ticipate in the Knights ot Columjust
work
the
is
Kaiser
For
coming
bus Meet. Entered in the K of
beginning.
"We are
C Meet are 26 Olympians and
some of the top Division One
track teams in the nation.
.

-

"

"
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Keglers have tough weekend
at CMU tournament

75-6-

(NEWS

Ten

SERVICES)

consecutive victims!
That told the story when The
College of Wooster made Wittenberg University its tenth in

hies.
This procedure aided Wittenberg In capturing first places in

OAC victheir murderous 68-at
tory Saturday afternoon
Woo-ste- rs
upped
This
Springfield.
record to 2.
Dominance was the key in the
Scot win. Wooster tankers scored

the

54

breast,

gagement on the CMU, campus
Thursday night. Friday and Sat- -;
urday the majority of the bowlers
from Ohio and Michigan colleges
and universities might have been
wise to cancel out of the ACU
tournament. Scores were not too

rd

Saturday the Scots will host
Mount Union and Grove City in a
double-du- al
meet. The latter
boasts one of the nation's top
college division teams and poses
a severe threat to the Scots'

freestyles,
back, 400-yamedley relay, and one meter
diving (required).
200-ya- rd
rd

200-ya- rd

200-ya-

400-ya- rd

(optional).

first in the 50, 200, 500, and
fly,

100-ya- rd

free relay, and one meter diving

13--

1000-ya- rd

M
free,

200-ya- rd

streak.

winning

Impressive. '

-
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YESTERYEARS' SUPER HEROES!
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Cathy Sheldon's-48high for the first
was
series
three games. Snellen Mltzner
was high in the middle and final
three games with series of 461
and 476. She was also high for
the nine games with a total of
bowled.

0

pins.
Wooster

'

1390

pool

.

shark

.
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to find the difference
their athletic priorours, 1 came to
and
ities
the conclusion that we don't
seem to have any definite
alathletic priorities. It's
Wooat
athletics
if
as
most
ster is a truck with no
driver; moving, yes, but to '
where?
,.
.
If it is to be decided
where athletics at Wooster
are to go, we all as members of the college'""comwith
munity must deal
' some difficult questions.
Do we want to be perren-ni- al
OAC champs in football? basketball? soccer?
all sports? If we do, do
we want to buy teams to do

It?

i

niii

REPAIRS

fated8
--

m

i

.

.

To what degree are we
willing to support our athletic teams? Are we willing
to support lacrosse as
much as football? Swimming as much as baske- t- ,
ball? Women's sports as
much as men's sports?
What should athletics be
for? The athletea?The student body?. The alumni?
The greater glory of Wooster? And how do athletics
fit into the total goals of
the college? The educational goals. The developmental goals? The social
perennial?
And perhaps most im
--

,

- educational in-

tramural activities be encouraged more? Should
be a department ?L Should the director s
first priority be as ordir-as
ector of intramurals
an assistant coach?
The state of intramural
and recreational opportunities at Wooster is, quite
frankly, sad compared with
the state of intramurals
and recreational facilities
at Chicago. This is cerln-tram- urals

.

STEREO

THE SQUARE 2625886

Should co

.

Ml

ON

portantly, what kind of in

be-tw- een

John

PLUS

7
2

1

tramural program should
we have? Should it receive
the same support as var-si- ty
athletics, as' at Chic- ago? Or more?. Or less?

my mind concerning athletics at Wooster. In trying

LOnif

SHORT

46

twaitnjiiuTninnnLririnjjijijiO

a

HOWARD
WALTDI

-

10.3
10 "
8

Kenyon

in this edition
raised many questions in

v.

NOT TO BE CONFUSED
WITH THE ORIGINAL
"FLASH CORDON"

17
13

17.3

--

appears

INSTRUMENTS

7.

Wooster
Marietta
Capital
Oberlln
Heidelberg

. My trip to the Univer sity
of Chicago to do the leg-wo- rk
for the article which

renovation
Kaake Hall was renovated in
1961 and 1962.

M

41

Muskingum

by Glenn Forbes

Kouke

MAGNAVOX

Otterbeln'

Sports and Society

--

1

The Wooster men's team, composed of BUlKozane, AlMinikan,
Charlie Earl, Fred Magulre and
Tony Clrtegto totaled .7081 pins
over the nine games they each
"bowled. High for the first three
Tony Clrleglo with
. games was
a 544 series and high In the
: second three was Bin Koiane
with a 521 series. Al Minikan
wlm a 538 took high series in
the last three games and also
.was high on the team overaU with
1518 pins.
The women's team comprised
of Kay McConnen, Bern Bally,
Cathy Sheldon, SueUen Mltzner
and Karen Batts totaled 6255
pins in the nine games they

79
75

--

Ohio Wesleyan

63

Scot coach Tim stauffer, even
switched his swimmers into different events and exhibitions to.
avoid embarrassment to the Wit-

103

ce

Denlson

Mar key lost the two matches he

played. The scores were 6
against General Motors Institute
against the University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan was and 75-a cold town to be In last weekend. of Akron. Last week Markey
Not only was it cold outside, it won the right to go to Michigan
was cold on the bowling alleys by claiming the C.O.W. chamMarkey depionship 100-9- 9.
inside Central Michigan Univerchampion
defending
Jeff
sity.
feated
Wooster alumnus John Dean Carle. :
had cancelled his speaking en-

Tankers tcin 10 in a row
by Dave WUklns

Baldwin-Walla-

"Mount Union

tainly not the fault of the
LM. staff, Mike Beltzel,
Dwight Pike, John Smith
and the W.A.A. They work
hard and do a fine Job Itwith
is
what' they are given.
not because of a lack of
facilities; we have manyes
unused and underused
around here. H we
lae-iliti-

want a really good intra-

mural and recreation program here at Wooster, we,
the members of the college
community, must support it
and pay for itAnd the money must come in the form
of higher fees or a lower
allocation for other athletic endeavors.
As far as varsity sports
are concerned, if our first
priority Is to be perennial
champs, we may, have to
buy some teams. If our'
playing to
first priority is winning
win, rather than
we might want to look
to Chicago for an example.
--

lt-s- elf,

.
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Saladin scores 24

Scots clbmiyiato

eyioii ire

which they ran throughout the

by Dave Koppenhaver

game.

After four consecutive losses

to Ohio Conference foes the Scot
roundballers finally had a turn
of luck Saturday evening, defeating the Kenyoo Lords
9.
it wasn't just luck, but an
outstanding overall team performance.
Kenyon opened a full court
press, .perhaps on, a tip from
75-6-

.

Baldwin Wallace, and pulled Into
an early 8 lead.'. They continually hit their Jump shots from
foot range. But they
the
were not getting the ban Inside
deagainst the Scot
fense. Their only close-ranshots, came off the fast break,
10--

15-- 20

man-to-m- an

ge

the Scots were
Meanwhile
a different brand of
playing
basketball man Scot fans have
witnessed recently. They were
running the ball up the court,
taking the fastbreak when the
presented Itself.
opportunity
There were very few times when
the ball was walked up the court
as In past games this season.
There was also a. defensive
change, the Scots were picking
up their men In a loose
fullcourt Instead of waiting
for them to cross the mid-costripe. It made for a much more
enjoyable game from the fans'
'.

man-tom- an

urt

standpoint..

Kenyon continued to lead until

near the

three-minu-

mark when

te

victory

75-6- 9

line 74 to 59. The Scots also
hit the boards for a commanding
36-The
lead In rebounds.
only weak spot In the Scots' performance was the turnover department where the Lords forced

the Scots knotted the score at
8.
on a lay-u- p by Ken Jones.
The Scots went on to score three
more buckets in the final three
minutes, while holding the Lords
scoreless. The Scots were never
beaded thereafter.
Kenyon was not ready to concede anything, and, led by sophomore sensation Tim Appleton,
they quickly pulled to within two .
early In the second half, at 2.
Bat once the Scots got rol- ling they just pulled away, leading by as many as 12 points at
1.
one point,
But again. Kenyon' was not
ready to call It quits as they
came back to within three points
with almost seven minat 7,
utes remaining. Wooster released Mad Chad Saladin at that
point, and he proceeded to swish
the nets for 5 points In the next
57 seconds and the Scots were In .
command of a more comfortable
65-lead, which they maintained until the final 9.
Kenyon' s Tim Appleton, the
OAC's second leading score at
18.5 ppg, had 28 points and 14
rebounds, which' is slightly misleading as he really was not that
big a factor In the game; He got
his statistics on quantity not
quality. He hit on only 9 of 21
field goal attempts and 10 of 15
free throws, nothing spectacular.
His teammate, Dave Meyer,
turned In a sdltd ' 15 point, 7 rebound effort.
28-2-

24

little trio of hustling guards, Jim
Wurtx, Evan Eisner, and John
Van Doom. They were shuffled
In and oat of the game and played

excellent ball.
The JVs scored 93 points and
them into 21 mis cues to the nearly doubled their opponents',
score In
Lords' 12. Most of the Scot, Kent
turnovers were the result of winning their ninth game of the
harassment by Kenyon' s fiery seasoa to parry 4 losses.
as,

State-Tuscaraw-

34-3-

lit,

53-4-

60-5-

;

59

75-6-

1

i

11

Wooster was led by many fine
Saladin played
performances.
his finest game of the season,
not only scoring but also setting
up his teammates, for a change.

i

He finished with 24 points and 7
assists. Freshman Manny Stone
also chipped in his best performance thus far, with a dozen
John
points and 9 rebounds.
Dorko added 12 points while Gene
Schlndewolf came through with 9
points to match his 9 rebounds.
As a. team the Scots outshot
the Lords from the field 53
and from the free throw
to

'

Photo by Sam Haupt
Chad" Saladin driving around Kenyon defense in Scot's

victory.

N

First I.M. swi m
by Jon Smith

First Annual Men's Intramural Swimming Meet was
a tremendous success by
the Men's LM. board. Total
participation was smaller than
expected yet those who did participate seemed to enjoy themselves. The meet was held In
the true spirit of anLM. activity.
Joking and teasing among the
common
was
participants
throughout the meet, yet a comThe

eon-.slder-

petitive

spirit

prevailed.

ed

A

group of Independent freshmen
dominated the relay events while
Kappa Chi (7th section) showed
The Intramural Board
would like to thank those who
participated In the meet and con

events.

--

gratulates the winners. Also
our thanks to Dale Osterman,
Greg Marvin,
Head Official;
Head Timer; and Nancy Luger,
2nd Timer.

Photo by Sam Haupt
9
victory over

Plants Are
Understanding

nts

(Schnell, Dowdell, Rush, Dron- -

berger)
50

freestyle-LSte-

Jim Dixon;

ve

Schnell; 2.
3. Paul Post(7th)

m
Individual
Robins on( 2nd); 2JRoi Kennedy
. (1st);
3,Jtm CarusoCfth) .
Dixon; 2Jlm
50 butterfly-LJl- m
Cough(7th) "
Chi
200 umertube relay-Kap-

100

1
.

relay-Independe- nts

....

MOLLIE
MILLER
For $ Day Bargains

'

' (Post, Caruso,Zeiters,Clough)
50 backstroke-- L - M.Robinson.

(2nd);

2JI. Kennedy (1st)

200 freestyle-- 1. Gary Dronberger
50 breaststroke-- L
Jim C lough

kj Need someone to
talk to ?

--

r

i

'

TARTT
ColUg Hill Shopping
Phon
262-884-

Ferns, Terrariums and
Foliage Plants for your window.

WOOSTER ACRES

SHOP

In th

Hanging Pottery, Macrame,

-

THE

!

r Talk To A Plant

IS8

medley-LMalco-

pa

.

(Schnell, DowdeU, Rush,
SHOP

WINNER'S OF EVENTS:
200 medley
relay-Independe-

freestyle

75-6-

Kenyon.

(7th);
2Tim Dixon (3.Jay
Schmldt(7th) '
200

v

i III i

Manny Stone going up for a shot in Scots

49.

ill eet held

I

I

-
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v
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Near Portage Square
254-8421 11 Akron Rd.
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'Right place at right time

Friday, February

.vcics

FLAD TRAVEL
CqriSULTAtlTS

seMy, not dead

Grads9 job market

1573

-though.
look, School budgets bare been his Junior year, they can help
hare been lay-ofwork
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
In the Akron area, of which cut; so they aren't hiring any the student with
Graduating seniors will be Wayne County is a part, the more man are necessary. 'We and Internships and begin prepar- ; atlon tor placement and grad- -i
facing a tighter job market.
best job is for industrial or civil are having to can. the
nation programs,
Jackson."
relating
especially
electrical
Dean
said
Magazine articles are
engineers
For Your Convcnionco
There
majors
engineers.
psychology
chemical
or
of
Instances
getting
problem
is
"College of Wooster graduates
"Often the
working as cocktail waitresses or is also a continuing shortage of.
Just Otf th- - College
major
'
narrow
his
to
optimistic
tfvwigft,
graduates,
a
wen,
student
pumping
I'm
graduates
do
medical
law school
Applied to COW graduates, acgasoline. Technical schools are
for those who hve done the enough. Graduate school 1s toi- -'
For AH w
- Campus
possbeat
the
to
Unemployment
cording Herbert,
being promoted.
Job of finding 'out what portant but not required. There
critical
Your ' Travel Inquiries .
Is getting higher. ibilities are in the . fields of they want and hare gone about Is good :in a liberal arts
said.
Dean
Jackson
geology.
education,"
or
are;the
creative
getting it. They
Where does an mis leave the chemistry, physics,
and Needs,
There .are two publications
he said.
He cannot determine the success
1975 College of Wooster gradIn spite, of the tight market, available in the Career Planning
for jobs in the social sciences.
uate?
and Placement Services Office
Herbert, who holds a degree the Career Planning and PlaceCAI1
"It depends on your field and
ment Service still gets vacancy " mat could be useful to students,
your being in the right place at in the field of management engiOUTthe right time," said William neering, said, "There is a place notices for teaching, summer THE OCCUPATIONAL
Herbert, office manager at the for a good liberal arts college.1 jobs, and so forth. There are LOOK HANDBOOK from the U.
es
S. Department of Labor projects
In a way they are more people- - instances, too, of employers ask
Ohio Bureau of Employment
2G4-G50- 5,
oriented and you get a broad ' ing for COW graduates for jobs future demands for occupations.
in Wooster.
"The Graduate" is a yearly mageducation, But If electrical that are not advertised. , .
"Prospects are not worse for engineers are what are needed,
azine with information for grad- -'
graduates from - Wooster man men it may have been the wrong
"We are concerned vtlh the . nates, .Its articles Include "Cop-ARABIC
other places, but we are. pes- ' place to be."
Realities,
student's lifestyle and finding a lng with
'
simistic about college graduates
really
'
Grad School
: .''
;job for marHfestyle. We win "What's
r' In Morocco
getting work In their major or a
Moves and Maneuvers
Marvin Hluser. manager of help him prepare for the mecban- - Like?
Study
Travel
and
SaBflMT
related field," he stated.
the Wooster office of the em- lcs of seeking a Job and provide,;' of Success Chess,"- - and "The
""SPANISH .
to
Jobs
Index
a
agency
SneUlng
The
student
resources
Graduate's
ployment
and
. Poor
for Job.
of
The. unemployment rate in Snelling, summed up the Job picdoes the actual placement,', be t and Careers.
InjSegovia
Wayne County was about fire per':
ture as , it appears to Jhem. said.;.
I'7
.. Aeadamie Tvar
than
more
cent in December,
"Technical degrees are very
mat ten about
three percent under the national good and so are- those In ad- ' Dean Jackson added mat a stu- ' JHrm n
average. The dlrerslfled indusTOI IHFOHMATIOH WHITE
come
the
office
into
should
dent
accounting
and
ministration like
no an graduates
Dfc Hush A. Hattar - :
tries here, their slxe, and the ' computer sciences. The liberal as a freshman so that they can
have
Ohio Waalayaa UnlTrlty
nature of their products may " arts 'degrees in history or Eng-- get an Idea of his general IntereraduateanJ
Dalawara, Ohio 43013
account for the difference. There . llsh are not as great. Teaching ests, They can also help. find
part-time
summer
obs.
and
is very poor," be said.
These jobs are available,, but
locally. Snelllng and Snelllng s research indicates that
the prospects are basically the
multi-medi- a
same on a national basis.
' Dean Aey Jackson of the College of Wooster s Career Planning and Placement Service,
reports mat usually about two- ts
Today is the final day of
thirds of the graduating seniors
for "Eighteen 21" an orimulti-media
show written, go onto the job market and not
ginal
directly to graduate school. At
composed
by sen,
and
directed
:
of the graduating
a,
least one-ha-lf
iors Al Minikan and Paul Loom-lThis is an independent study class win usually have plans to
project which win be employing attend sometime In he future.
actors, dancers, musicians,
The number of job recruiters
slides, films , audiotapes, and
videotape. Anyoae interested in coming on campus is about one-ha- lf
that of last year. Those for
performing or helping out tech- education are especially low.
nlcally is urged to come to Wls-hAt last a really new concept in
"There are enough
Han Room 201 between 4
sewing maenfars. Come in today for a
mat schools don't need to
.
and 6 pwnu
special demonstration.
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WOOSYtR'S bOWNTOWN $ bAYS
THURS., FRI.

and SAT.

FEBRUARY 73, 74, 75

THE MATCHMAKER. Matches
plaids and checks perfectly every
time. The longest lengths of fabrics
always align evenly at the ends. Ifs
actually a second foot that feeds the
fabric from the top while working
simultaneously with the bottom feed.
The Matchmaker ..Only from Pfaff.

IN THE "UNDERGROUND SHOP"
AT BRENNER BROS.

Denim FLARE JEANS $6.88
SAVE UP TO 50 OFF
MOST ITEMS IN OUR STORE!
116 E. LIBERTY
BANKAMERICARD
OR
MASTERCHARGE
WELCOME!

'

Prog;

J. KOONS & ASSOCIATES
VA Blocks South of tho Square
221 South Market
Bosido the Goodwill Storo
Woostor 262-037- 2

PAUL

h

